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The right choice for K–12 current and 
future networking needs to support 
technology-enabled learning objectives 

Introduction
Many K–12 schools are focusing on developing 21st-century skills 
for their students, which include collaboration, critical thinking 
and digital literacy. There’s a big demand for computers, laptops 
and tablets, e-Learning apps, and high-speed wireless and wired 
connectivity to support learning objectives. To keep pace with 
current and future technology needs, fiber cabling and Tellabs® 
Optical LAN solutions are the best local area network (LAN) 
infrastructure and equipment choice for K–12 schools that seek  
to cost-effectively implement a network solution that reliably 
delivers high-bandwidth services for the coming decades.

Currently, copper-based LANs are the norm in many school 
districts. These LANs are not the right choice for schools because 
they have higher capital expenses, higher operational costs, 
consume more energy, require greater amounts of physical 
space, are less stable and pose security risks.

The purpose of this overview is to provide a fuller explanation  
of the six key benefits of Optical LANs as a better alternative  
that meets and exceeds the needs of schools by supporting 
voice, video, wireless access, security systems, fire detection 
systems, door access systems, point of sale systems, CCTV 
monitoring, digital signage and building/campus management  
in a more cost-effective way.

Optical LAN benefits 
 Better performance than copper-based LANS

 Requires less physical space 

 Supports sustainability initiatives

 Converges all services and networks for easier management

 Satisfies goals established within the eRate program

Optical LAN outperforms copper-based LANs
When building new or updating existing schools, fiber optic cabling 
is a better choice than copper cabling because it provides:
 Better bandwidth capacity for students, faculty and staff

 Future-proof investments in LAN infrastructure for small  
schools and large campuses

 Greater reach to eliminate the need for telecom closets

 Lower power demands, which reduce the impact on buildings

Better bandwidth capacity: Unlike copper cabling, fiber optical 
cabling, such as single-mode fiber (SMF), has no theoretical 
bandwidth limit. Today SMF has been proven to support 101  
Tbps,1 but that ceiling is only an artificial limit based on available 
electronic transmission technology. What that means for 
students, faculty and staff is gigabit rate speeds, no matter  
where they are located in school buildings or school campuses.

Future-proof investments in LAN infrastructure: Historically, 
copper cabling has not kept pace with the bandwidth demands 
of K–12 schools. Over the past decade, CATx copper cabling 
standards have changed from CAT3 to CAT7, with CAT8 on the 
horizon. More than five generations of CATx copper cabling was 
required as school services moved from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps to 100 
Mbps to 1 Gbps. Each CATx generation required K–12 schools to 
upgrade to the next generation, an expensive and cumbersome 
process. Fiber optic cabling is smaller, lighter and stronger, with a 
tighter bend radius, higher bandwidth and greater reach. It also 
provides better EMI/RFI, faster connectors, longer life, less cost 
and greater security [Figure 1].

1NEC April 2011 — http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21028095.500-ultrafast-fibre-optics-set-new-speed-record.html

Figure 1: CAT3 (left) voice-only serving 120 end-points, CAT5e (center) data-only serving 
120 end-points and single-mode fiber (right) supporting converged voice-video-data to 
128 end-points
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Requires Less Physical Space
Optical LANs and fiber cabling require much less physical space 
in school buildings. Space currently used for networking can be 
repurposed for learning and administrative needs [Figure 2].

Space savings come from:
 Cabling

 Main data center

 Telecom closets

 Networks and services convergence

 Large school campuses

Cabling: One SMF strand can serve 128-Gigabit Ethernet end-
points through the riser and horizontal pathways. Schools can 
serve more IP/Ethernet devices with less cabling, which means 
less cable girth, weight and plastics.

Figure 2: Benefits of fiber optic cabling and Optical LANs for K–12 schools span the entire learning environment.

1  School Board: Deploys an established technology that provides LAN 
simplification and scalability across WAN and LAN that saves money

2 Scalable: OLAN superior optical reach enables “private LAN”  
design across school district where on central location serves  
multiple peripheral locations

3 Stable: Centralized intelligence and management  
of OLAN reduces WAN/LAN complexity, thus helps 
balance IT skill set and head-count reductions

Greater reach eliminates the need for telecom closets: Optical 
LAN can reach 30 kilometers/18 miles across a passive network, 
300x greater distance than copper. This means that schools  
can eliminate telecom closets and convert that space for other 
purposes. Large schools with acres of campus gain benefits by 
maintaining one main data center that supports all buildings.

Lower power demands reduce impact on buildings: Because 
Optical LANs have fewer active electronics and smaller form- 
factor equipment, the power load at the main data center (MDF) 
is greatly reduced. The elimination of telecom closets also 
reduces the building power load. This also result in fewer 
thermals, which reduce the HVAC load and associated cooling 
costs. Fewer, smaller cables mean less weight burden on buildings 
and because there is less plastic, the smoke load is also reduced. 
Fiber cabling also requires fewer floor and wall penetrations, 
which reduce the need for firestops to seal openings.

4  Smart: Great choice for classrooms, labs, offices, libraries, cafeterias,  
book stores and multi-purpose rooms

5 Simple: Eliminate telcom rooms, reduce LAN midspan electronics,  
purge cabling and associated materials impacting sustainability goals

6  Students: High-performance and high-availability access to school  
resouces, including cloud, Wi-Fi and e-Learning apps over fiber

7  Faculty: Savings can be returned to school resources needed to  
improve the overall educational experience
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Main data center: One 11 RU OLT (main data center aggregation) 
can serve 8,000 Gigabit Ethernet end-points within 20 to 30 km. 
This means that schools can serve greater numbers of IP/
Ethernet end-points with fewer electronics, lowering power  
and cooling demands.

Telecom closets: The superior reach of Optical LAN reduces  
and, in most cases, eliminates the need for telecom closets. 

Networks and services convergence: Historically, LANs  
have been built with separate physical equipment and cable 
infrastructure for voice, video and data. Additional requirements 
at schools for separate networks wireless, environmental controls, 
automation, and security and fire controls made managing the 
systems more difficult. Optical LAN converges all services on one 
network, including voice, video, data, wireless, school automation,  
security and environmental controls. Analog voice can also be 
delivered on the same network as voice-over-IP (VoIP) unified 
communications. RF and IP video for entertainment, security  
or school services are also supported on the same network. The 
convergence of services and networks reduces both operational 
and capital expenses.

Large school campuses: Because Optical LANs are able able  
to transport school services across a span 300x greater than 
copper-based LANs, they can easily support all the networking 
needs of a schools with large campuses. The network is  
more efficient, with fewer managed ICT (information and 
communication technology) devices and fewer LAN moving 
parts, thus fewer things to buy, rack, stack, power, A/C, ventilate, 
provision, manage and repair. That means that this all-fiber 
infrastructure can be used across large regional hospital 
campuses and support the needs of schools and libraries. 
Ultimately, all entities benefit from better network performance 
and low latency for school ICT services. That is because there are 
fewer electrical-to-electrical transitions and optical-to-electrical 
conversions and thus less energy consumed, less heat generated 
and then reduced latency across the end-to-end network 
whether transmitting building to building or campus to campus.

Supports sustainability initiatives
Optical LANs helps K–12 schools directly and indirectly achieve 
sustainability initiatives, with:
 Energy savings

 Fewer plastics and PVCs

 Credits toward USGBC/LEED or GBI/GreenGlobe or TIA/STEP

 ENERGY STAR Programs

Energy Savings: Power usage can be reduced by 30%–65%  
with Optical LANs. With less data center equipment, converged 
network services and no telecom closets, there is a rippling effect 
on power savings with less AC/DC, DC/DC, battery backup plant 
and emergency power generation demands. Thermal loads are 
also reduced throughout facilities, with a corresponding rippling 
effect because lower thermals mean less building heat load, lower 
air conditioning and ventilation requirements. Add up the power 
and thermal energy reductions, and the schools can also calculate 
CO2 reductions that can be accounted for mathematically and 
applied toward lowering the schools’ carbon footprints.

23M 2013 — http://multimedia.3m.com/mws/mediawebserver?mwsId=66666UF6EVsSyXTtoxTXoxTEEVtQEVs6EVs6EVs6E666666--&fn=POLS_White_Paper.pdf

Optical LAN converges all services on one network, including voice, video, 
data, wireless, school automation, security and environmental controls.
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Fewer plastics and PVCs: Optical LANs can reduce plastics 
associated with the cabling infrastructure measuring in 
thousands of pounds.2 The plastic jacketing that wraps around 
the silicon dioxide glass core is .357" circumference, while the 
plastic jacketing that covers CAT6a is .926" circumference. That 
equates to SMF having 61% less plastic jacketing. The savings  
are compounded since CAT6a cabling delivers one service to 
one-gigabit port, while Optical LAN SMF cables can deliver 
service to 128-gigabit end-points. The same math used to 
calculate total plastics can be used as an indicator for the levels 
of PVCs that are introduced into a building by copper cabling. 
With lower quantity and smaller size fiber cabling, Optical LAN 
can reduce PVCs by 61%. Relative to sustainability goals, fiber 
optics have many benefits versus copper cabling, including:
 Copper is a precious metal, and its mining practices have  

a poor environmental record.

 Copper cable has a greater quantity of plastics and PVCs  
than SMF.

 Old copper cables and abandoned copper cables can  
contain lead.

 Plastics, PVCs and lead contribute to indoor environmental 
hazards and pose fire and smoke hazards in buildings.

To reduce the total amount of cable for ICT broadband and 
power connectivity, school network designers can choose  
hybrid SMF cables that consist of optical fiber and two copper 
conductors, which will allow for the ONT remote powering 
solution to be deployed.

SMF has no known horizon for obsolescence. This cannot be  
said for any copper cabling whether CAT3, CAT5, CAT6 or  
CAT8, all of which have known obsolescences when they will 
need to be removed. The past decade has seen the extreme 
waste associated CAT3 and CAT5 replacements, soon to be 
repeated with CAT6.

Credits toward USGBC/LEED or GBI/Green Globe or TIA/STEP: 
K–12 schools have USGBC/LEED, GreenGlobe, Living Building 
Challenge, TIA/STEP and other sustainability initiatives.  
Meeting these sustainability initiatives is good for schools  
and the surrounding community. Fiber optic cabling and  
Optical LAN can contribute to these initiatives with direct energy 
savings, indirect lowered thermal loads for HVAC, reduced 
harmful greenhouse gas emissions, lowered operating costs, 
increased asset/campus value and reduced waste sent to  
landfills. Optical LAN deployments have received innovation 
points from USGBC/LEED.

ENERGY STAR Programs: Soon it will be possible to gain 
ENERGY STAR credits. The test criteria and methodologies  
have been established by the Department of Energy for Small 
Customer Premises Equipment and particularly for the Optical 
Network Terminals (ONTs) that Optical LANs utilize.

K–12 schools have USGBC/LEED, GreenGlobe, Living Building 
Challenge, TIA/STEP and other sustainability initiatives. 
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Converge all services and networks  
for easier management
School telecom needs are ideal for service and network 
convergence. Everything from voice, video, videoconferencing, 
ISP data, collaboration apps, e-learning apps, Wi-Fi, BYOD, 
virtualized voice, cloud-based services, data centers and campus 
management can be delivered over an Optical LAN:
 Voice

 Video

 Wireless

 School Automation, Environmental Controls  
and Security/Surveillance

Voice: Optical LANs can accommodate analog voice, VoIP  
and unified communications simultaneously. This provides K–12 
schools with a way to gracefully migrate from legacy analog voice 
PBXs to VoIP/unified communications IP PBXs in an efficient and 
cost-effective manner.

Video: Optical LANs can deliver CATV, satellite video, IPTV, 
surveillance and conferencing content across the same fiber 
network. The video content can be in RF or IP format. This 
enables K–12 schools to cost-effectively deliver all video 
requirements. Where Power over Ethernet (PoE) is needed  
to deliver electricity to IP cameras, Optical LAN ONTs support 
both low-power PoE and high-power PoE+. Just like with voice, 

these video options enable a graceful migration from legacy RF 
to IP in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Optical LAN can 
also apply strict quality of service (QoS) parameters that enable 
IP video applications to coexist with data services.

Wireless: A school wireless network must be able to gracefully 
accommodate the enormous bandwidth requirements of wireless 
devices. From distributed antenna systems (DASs) solutions  
to robust Wi-Fi, fiber optic cabling and Optical LANs save 
operational and capital expenses, energy and space for school 
needs. Optical LANs have already been deployed with industry- 
leading Wi-Fi manufacturers (e.g., Cisco, Aruba, Ruckus, Meru). 
K–12 schools can use Optical LAN to integrate Wi-Fi networks  
and backhaul WAP traffic to respective controllers in the MDCs. 
The same benefits apply to the DAS network to lower DAS 
deployment costs across an extended campus and even 
seamlessly integrate the Wi-Fi [Figure 3].

School Automation, Environmental Controls and Security/
Surveillance: Fiber optic cabling and Optical LANs’ ability to 
support high-density IP/Ethernet end-points help a Building 
Management System (BMS) and Building Automation System 
(BAS) keep costs down for traffic backhaul. Modern high- 
performance schools have a wide variety of smart, environmental 
and automated IP/Ethernet needs. Optical LAN is ideal for 
connecting and powering IP cameras, card readers, door  
access, HVAC, lighting and safety IP/Ethernet end-points.

Figure 3: Optical LAN improves density, reach and coverage for Wi-Fi and improves business case for DAS 
deployments by leveraging existing all-fiber infrastructures.
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Satisfying the goals established within the 
eRate program 
eRate program updates as of 2014 dedicate $1 billion to  
Category 2 network interconnect/upgrade projects. The goal  
of the program is to transition away from legacy interconnect 
technology in a cost-conscious manner. However, it seems to be  
a foregone conclusion that wireless Wi-Fi is the priority for such  
a transition. Actually, the wireless Wi-Fi portion is just one piece  
of a cost-effective end-to-end network interconnect solution.  
Wi-Fi WAPs are interconnected by wireline, so there is still a  
need for fiber-based infrastructure upgrades. And one can  
expect that wired connectivity still remains in classrooms and 
across the campus, so having a cost-effective fiber-based means  
of interconnecting both wired and wireless end-points is ideal.

Optical LAN can be that Category 2 network interconnect 
solution that efficiently transitions away from legacy, subtends 
wireless Wi-Fi, and occupies less space, consumes less energy 
and saves school districts money. Now that the 2014 eRate 
changes have increased school districts’ minimum financial 
responsibility from 10% to 15%, there should be more emphasis  
on choosing a fiscally responsible technology like Optical LAN. 
And with the 2014 eRate program project funding availability 
decreasing “2 in 5” years to “1 in 5” years in frequency, this makes 
it even more important for schools/districts to choose Optical 
LAN, which provides better future-proof investment protection.
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Conclusion
By taking advantage of the benefits of fiber optic cabling and 
Optical LAN, K–12 schools can better enable students to meet  
the learning objectives of 21st century learners with high-speed 
access to technology and e-Learning applications. By deploying 
Tellabs® Optical LAN in schools and across extended campuses, 
K–12 schools can converge all services and networks for lower 
capital and operational expenses, less energy consumption, 
improved LAN stability and over-all better connectivity.

For more information, please contact your local Tellabs® sales 
representative or local Tellabs® sales office at the phone numbers 
provided below, or visit www.Tellabs.com.

For additional information:

Contact an UberData Network representative: 
info@uberdatanetworks.com
800.912.9420
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